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Aging and Geriatrics


3. *Denor JC; *Spilane MT. Analysis of partnering care senior services on pharmaceutical use: both generic and high risk drugs. Poster at the American Geriatrics Society Annual Scientific Meeting. Chicago, IL. Jun 2006.

4. Enger SM; Thwin SS; Buist DSM; Field TS; Frost FJ; Geiger AM; Lash TL; Prout MN; Yood MU; *Wei F; Silliman RA. Breast cancer treatment of older women in integrated health care settings. J Clin Oncol. 2006 Sep 20;24(27):4377-83.

5. *Flottemesch TJ; *Gunnarson TM; *Whitebird RR; *Martinson BC; *Degelau JJ. Sub-acute/transition care and the acute care episode: a comparison and episodic and annual medical costs in a geriatric population. Presented at the Gerontological Society of America Annual Scientific Meeting, 59th. Dallas, TX. Nov 2006.


7. *Gunnarson TM; *Flottemesch TJ; *Whitebird RR; *Martinson BC; *Degelau JJ. Sub-acute/transition care and the acute care episode: a comparison and episodic and annual medical costs in a geriatric population. Presented at the American Geriatric Society Annual Scientific Meeting. Chicago, IL. May 2006.


12. Reger MA; Watson GS; *Frey WH 2nd; Baker LD; Cholerton B; Keeling ML; Belongia DA; Fishel MA; Plymate SR; Schellenberg GD; Cherrier MM; Craft S. Effects of intranasal insulin on cognition in memory-impaired older adults: modulation by APOE genotype. *Neurobiol Aging*. 2006 Mar;27(3):451-8.

13. Silliman RA; Buist DSM; Enger SM; Field TS; Frost FJ; Geiger AM; Lash TL; Prout MN; Quinn VP; Yood MU; *Wei F. Breast cancer treatment effectiveness in Older Women (BOW): challenges and opportunities for survivorship research. Presented at the *HMO Research Network Annual Conference, 12th*. Cambridge, MA. May 2006.
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5. Gerard HC; Dreses-Werringloer U; Wildt KS; Deka S; Oszust C; Balin BJ; *Frey WH 2nd; *Bordayo EZ; Whittum-Hudson JA; Hudson AP. Chlamydophila (Chlamydia) pneumoniae in the Alzheimer's brain. FEMS Immunol Med Microbiol. 2006 Dec;48(3):355-66.


8. Reger MA; Watson GS; *Frey WH 2nd; Baker LD; Cholerton B; Keeling ML; Belongia DA; Fishel MA; Plymate SR; Schellenberg GD; Cherrier MM; Craft S. Effects of intranasal insulin on cognition in memory-impaired older adults: modulation by APOE genotype. Neurobiol Aging. 2006 Mar;27(3):451-8.
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Animal Studies


6. *Volpe M; *Adams AB; *Holger JS; *Marini JJ. Lipopolysaccharide LPS infusion over a 5-hour period causes lung injury in swine. Presented at the International Respiratory Congress, 52nd. Las Vegas, NV. American Association for Respiratory Care (AARC); Dec 2006.

7. *Volpe M; *Adams AB; *Holger JS; *Marini JJ; Amato MB. Development of lipopolysaccharide-induced lung injury in swine can be monitored by electrical impedance tomography. Presented at the International Respiratory Congress, 52nd. Las Vegas, NV. American Association for Respiratory Care (AARC); Dec 2006.

8. Yannopoulos D; Metzger A; McKnite S; Nadkarni V; Auferheide TP; Idris A; *Dries DJ; Benditt DG; Lurie KG. Intrathoracic pressure regulation improves vital organ perfusion pressures in normovolemic and hypovolemic pigs. Resuscitation. 2006 Sep;70(3):445-53.

Arthritis


Asthma


Behavior

1. Anderson MS; Horn AS; Risbey KR; Ronning EA; de Vries R; *Martinson BC. Responsible conduct of research (RCR) training and mentoring: associations with ethically questionable behavior. Plenary paper presented at the Department of Health and Human Services Office of Research Integrity (ORI) Conference on Research Integrity. Tampa Bay, FL. Dec 2006.


10. *Martinson BC; Anderson MS; de Vries R; *Crain AL. Predicting misconduct as a function of the social and psychological environments of science. Invited lecture presented to the *Department of Health and Human Services Office of Research Integrity (ORI)*. University of Alabama, Birmingham, AL. Sep 2006.

11. *Martinson BC; Anderson MS; de Vries R; *Crain AL. Scientists' perceptions of organizational justice and self-reported misbehavior. Invited Lecture at the *University of Wisconsin Demography Graduate Training Seminar*. Madison, WI. Apr 2006.


**Behavior Change**


4. *Lewis BA; Forsyth LH; Pinto BM; Bock BC; Roberts M; Marcus BH. Psychosocial mediators of physical activity in a randomized controlled intervention trial. *J Sport Exerc Psychol*. 2006 Jun;28(2):193-204.

5. Marcus BH; *Lewis BA; Williams DM; Napolitano MA; Jakicic JM; Whiteley JA; Albrecht AE; Bock BC; Hogan J; Neighbors C; Sciamanna CN; Tate DF; Parisi AF. The effect of tailored Internet and tailored print-based physical activity interventions on fitness and physical activity behavior. Presented at the *International Society of Behavioral Nutrition and Physical Activity Annual Meeting, 5th*. Boston, MA. Jul 2006.
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1. Acton RT; *Barton JC; Passmore LV; Adams PC; Speechley MR; Dawkins FW; Sholinsky P; Reboussin DM; McLaren GD; Harris EL; Bent TC; Vogt TM; Castro O. Relationships of serum ferritin, transferrin saturation, and HFE mutations and self-reported diabetes in the Hemochromatosis and Iron Overload Screening (HEIRS) study. *Diabetes Care*. 2006 Sep;29(9):2084-9.

2. Barzilay JI; Davis BR; Cutler JA; Pressel SL; Whelton PK; Basile J; *Margolis KL; Ong ST; Sadler LS; Summerson J; ALLHAT Collaborative Research Group. Fasting glucose levels and incident diabetes mellitus in older nondiabetic adults randomized to receive 3 different classes of antihypertensive treatment: a report from the Antihypertensive and Lipid-Lowering Treatment to Prevent Heart Attack Trial (ALLHAT). *Arch Intern Med*. 2006 Nov 13;166(20):2191-201.


4. Yannopoulos D; Metzger A; McKnite S; Nadkarni V; Aufderheide TP; Idris A; *Dries DJ; Benditt DG; Lurie KG. Intrathoracic pressure regulation improves vital organ perfusion pressures in normovolemic and hypovolemic pigs. *Resuscitation*. 2006 Sep;70(3):445-53.
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1. Anderson GL; Chlebowski RT; Rossouw JE; Rodabough RJ; McTiernan A; *Margolis KL; Aggerwal A; Curb JD; Hendrix SL; Hubbell FA; Khandekar J; Lane DS; Lasser N; Lopez AM; Potter J; Ritenbaugh C. Prior hormone therapy and breast cancer risk in the Women's Health Initiative randomized trial of estrogen plus progestin. *Maturitas*. 2006 Sep;20;55(2):103-15.
2. Buist DSM; Ichikawa L; Prout MN; Yood MU; Field TS; Owusu C; Geiger AM; Quinn VP; *Wei F; Silliman RA. Receipt of primary breast cancer therapy and adjuvant therapy are not associated with obesity in older women treated in integrated group practices. Presented at the International Epidemiology Congress Meeting. Seattle, WA. Jun 2006.

3. Buist DSM; Lash TL; Fox MP; Dluzniewski PD; Field TS; Geiger AM; Enger SM; Frost FJ; Yood MU; *Wei F; Thwin SS; Prout MN; Silliman RA. Receipt of surveillance mammograms and mortality after breast cancer. Presented at the HMO Research Network Annual Conference, 12th. Cambridge, MA. May 2006.

4. Cauley JA; McTiernan A; Rodabough RJ; LaCroix A; Bauer DC; *Margolis KL; Paskett ED; Vitolins MZ; Furberg CD; Chlebowski RT. Statin use and breast cancer: prospective results from the Women’s Health Initiative. J Natl Cancer Inst. 2006 May 17;98(10):700-7.

5. Doubeni CA; Field TS; Ulcickas Yood M; *Rolnick SJ; Quesenberry CP; Fouayzi H; Gurwitz JH; *Wei F. Patterns and predictors of mammography utilization among breast cancer survivors. Cancer. 2006 Jun 1;106(11):2482-8.

6. Enger SM; Thwin SS; Buist DSM; Field TS; Frost FJ; Geiger AM; Lash TL; Prout MN; Yood MU; *Wei F; Silliman RA. Breast cancer treatment of older women in integrated health care settings. J Clin Oncol. 2006 Sep 20;24(27):4377-83.

7. Geiger AM; Thwin SS; Buist DSM; Silliman RA; Field TS; Enger SM; *Wei F; Lash TL; Prout MN; Frost FJ; Yood MU. Predictors of recurrence after breast cancer in women aged 65 years and older. Presented at the HMO Research Network Annual Conference, 12th. Cambridge, MA. May 2006.

8. Geiger AM; Thwin SS; Buist DSM; Silliman RA; Field TS; Enger SM; *Wei F; Lash TL; Prout MN; Frost FJ; Yood MU. Predictors of recurrence after breast cancer in women aged 65 and older. Presented at the American Society of Preventive Oncology Annual Meeting, 30th. Bethesda, MD. Feb 2006.

9. Geiger AM; West CN; Nekhlyudov L; Herrinton LJ; Liu IL; Altschuler A; *Rolnick SJ; Harris EL; Greene SM; Elmore JG; Emmons KM; Fletcher SW. Contentment with quality of life among breast cancer survivors with and without contralateral prophylactic mastectomy. J Clin Oncol. 2006 Mar 20;24(9):1350-6.

10. Greene SM; Geiger AM; Harris EL; Altschuler A; Nekhlyudov L; Barton MB; *Rolnick SJ; Elmore JG; Fletcher SW. Impact of IRB requirements on a multicenter survey of prophylactic mastectomy outcomes. Ann Epidemiol. 2006 Apr;16(4):275-8.
11. *Haus E; Smolensky MH. Biological clocks and shift work: circadian
dysregulation and potential long-term effects. Cancer Causes Control.
2006 May;17(4):489-500.

12. Lash TL; Buist DSM; Fox MP; Dluzniewski PD; Field TS; Geiger AM;
Enger SM; Frost FJ; Yood MU; *Wei F; Thwin SS; Silliman RA. Receipt
of surveillance mammograms and mortality after breast cancer.
Presented at the American Society of Preventive Oncology Annual

13. *Morris TJ; *Nguyen LT; *Rolnick SJ; *Asche SE; *Jackson JM. The
effect of systemizing care in a breast health center: patient satisfaction
and outcome. Presented at the Celebration of Research Annual

14. Owusu C; Buist DSM; Field TS; Lash TL; Thwin SS; Geiger AM; Enger
SM; Frost FJ; Prout MN; Yood MU; *Wei F; Silliman RA. Tamoxifen
discontinuance among women aged 65 years and older. Presented at
the HMO Research Network Annual Conference, 12th. Cambridge, MA.
May 2006.

15. Prentice RL; Caan B; Chlebowski RT; Patterson R; Kuller LH; Ockene JK;
*Margolis KL; Limacher MC; Manson JE; Parker LM; Paskett E; Phillips
L; Robbins J; Rossouw JE; Sarto GE; Shikany JM; Stefanick ML;
Thomson CA; Van Horn L; Vitolins MZ; Wactawski-Wende J; Wallace
RB; Wawertheil-Smoller S; Whitlock E; Yano K; Adams-Campbell L;
Anderson GL; Assaf AR; Beresford SA; Black HR; Brunner RL; Brzyski
RG; Ford L; Gass M; Hays J; Heber D; Heiss G; Hendrix SL; Hsia J;
Hubbell FA; Jackson RD; Johnson KC; Kotchen JM; LaCroix AZ; Lane
DS; Langer RD; Lasser NL; Henderson MM. Low-fat dietary pattern and
risk of invasive breast cancer: the Women's Health Initiative
Randomized Controlled Dietary Modification Trial. JAMA. 2006 Feb
8;295(6):629-42.

16. *Rolnick SJ; Altschuler A; Neklyudov L; Elmore JG; Greene SM; Harris
EL; Herrinton LJ; Barton MB; Geiger AM; Fletcher SW. What women
wish they knew before prophylactic mastectomy. Presented at the
Minnesota Health Services Research Conference. Minneapolis, MN. Mar
2006.

17. *Rolnick SJ; Altschuler A; Neklyudov L; Elmore JG; Greene SM; Harris
EL; Herrinton LJ; Barton MB; Geiger AM; Fletcher SW. What women
wish they knew before prophylactic mastectomy. Poster at the HMO

18. *Rolnick SJ; *McCarty MC; Field TS; Yood MU; Quessenberry CP; *Wei F. The
use of tamoxifen in four managed care settings. Poster at the HMO Research
19. Silliman RA; Buist DSM; Enger SM; Field TS; Frost FJ; Geiger AM; Lash TL; Prout MN; Quinn VP; Yood MU; *Wei F. Breast cancer treatment effectiveness in Older Women (BOW): challenges and opportunities for survivorship research. Presented at the HMO Research Network Annual Conference, 12th. Cambridge, MA. May 2006.

20. Stefanick ML; Anderson GL; *Margolis KL; Hendrix SL; Rodabough RJ; Paskett ED; Lane DS; Hubbell FA; Assaf AR; Sarto GE; Schenken RS; Yasmeen S; Lessin L; Chlebowski RT. Effects of conjugated equine estrogens on breast cancer and mammography screening in postmenopausal women with hysterectomy. JAMA. 2006 Apr 12;295(14):1647-57.

21. *Wei F; Field TS; Yood MU; Quessenberry CP; *McCarty MC; *Rolnick SJ. Using HMO administrative data to identify primary breast cancer cases and treatment received. Poster at the HMO Research Network Annual Conference, 12th. Cambridge, MA. May 2006.

**Burns**


**Cardiovascular Diseases**

1. Howard BV; Van Horn L; Hsia J; Manson JE; Stefanick ML; Wassertheil-Smoller S; Kuller LH; LaCroix AZ; Langer RD; Lasser NL; Lewis CE; Limacher MC; *Margolis KL; Mysiw WJ; Ockene JK; Parker LM; Perri MG; Phillips L; Prentice RL; Robbins J; Rossouw JE; Sarto GE; Schatz IJ; Snetselaar LG; Stevens VJ; Tinker LF; Trevisan M; Vitolins MZ; Anderson GL; Assaf AR; Bassford T; Beresford SA; Black HR; Brunner RL; Brzyski RG; Caan B; Chlebowski RT; Gass M; Granek I; Greenland P; Hays J; Heber D; Heiss G; Hendrix SL; Hubbell FA; Johnson KC; Kotchen JM. Low-fat dietary pattern and risk of cardiovascular disease: the Women's Health Initiative Randomized Controlled Dietary Modification Trial. JAMA. 2006 Feb 8;295(6):655-66.


**Child Abuse**


**Child Health Services**


**Chronic Disease**

1. *Culhane-Pera KA; *Walker PF; Moua MK; Desi J. Chronic diseases in Hmong refugees from Wat Tham Krabok, Thailand. Presented at the *Celebration of Research Annual Conference*. Saint Paul, MN. Sep 2006.


**Chronobiology**


**Circadian Rhythm**


2. *Haus E. Biological clocks and shift work: effects on health, performance, safety, and productivity. Presented at the *Nursing Practice Annual Summit, 11th*. Oakdale, MN. Apr 2006.

3. *Haus E; Fischer FM; Borges F; *Sackett-Lundeen L; Smolensky M. Circadian rhythms in cortisol and melatonin in nurses on alternating day nightshifts. Presented at the *Celebration of Research Annual Conference*. Saint Paul, MN. Sep 2006.


Collaboration

1. *Denor JC; *Spilane MT. Analysis of partnering care senior services on pharmaceutical use: both generic and high risk drugs. Poster at the *American Geriatrics Society Annual Scientific Meeting*. Chicago, IL. Jun 2006.


Colorectal Cancer

1. Beresford SA; Johnson KC; Ritenbaugh C; Lasser NL; Snetselaar LG; Black HR; Anderson GL; Assaf AR; Bassford T; Bowen D; Brunner RL; Brzyski RG; Caan B; Chlebowski RT; Gass M; Harrigan RC; Hays J; Heber D; Heiss G; Hendrix SL; Howard BV; Hsia J; Hubbell FA; Jackson RD; Kotchen JM; Kuller LH; LaCroix AZ; Lane DS; Langer RD; Lewis CE; Manson JE; *Margolis KL; Mossavar-Rahmani Y; Ockene JK; Parker LM; Perri MG; Phillips L; Prentice RL; Robbins J; Rossouw JE; Sarto GE; Stefanick ML; Van Horn L; Vitolins MZ; Wactawski-Wende J; Wallace RB; Whitlock E. Low-fat dietary pattern and risk of colorectal cancer: the Women’s Health Initiative Randomized Controlled Dietary Modification Trial. *JAMA*. 2006 Feb 8;295(6):643-54.


Computers


Continuity of Patient Care


Counseling


2. van Wier MF; Ariens GAM; Dekkers JC; Hendriksen IJ; *Pronk NP; Smid T; van Mechelen W. ALIFE@Work: a randomised controlled trial of a distance counselling lifestyle programme for weight control among an overweight working population. *BMC Public Health*. 2006 May 24;6:140.


Critical Care

1. Blumen IL; Lemkin DL; Brozen R; Doyle TJ; *Dries DJ; Petersen P; Robinson KJ; Romig L; Swanson ER; Williams KA. Principles and direction of air medical transport. Salt Lake City, UT: Air Medical Physician Association; 2006.


18. Vincent JL; Fink MP; *Marini JJ; Pinsky MR; Sibbald WJ; Singer M; Suter PM; Cook D; Pepe PE; Evans T. Intensive care and emergency medicine: progress over the past 25 years. Chest. 2006 Apr;129(4):1061-7.

19. Yannopoulos D; Metzger A; McKnite S; Nadkarni V; Auferheide TP; Idris A; *Dries DJ; Benditt DG; Lurie KG. Intrathoracic pressure regulation improves vital organ perfusion pressures in normovolemic and hypovolemic pigs. Resuscitation. 2006 Sep;70(3):445-53.


**Cross Cultural Health Care**

1. *Culhane-Pera KA; *Walker PF; Moua MK; Desi J. Chronic diseases in Hmong refugees from Wat Tham Krabok, Thailand. Presented at the Celebration of Research Annual Conference. Saint Paul, MN. Sep 2006.


**Crowding**


**Delivery of Health Care**


2. Enger SM; Thwin SS; Buist DSM; Field TS; Frost FJ; Geiger AM; Lash TL; Prout MN; Yood MU; *Wei F; Silliman RA. Breast cancer treatment of older women in integrated health care settings. *J Clin Oncol. 2006 Sep 20;24(27):4377-83.

3. *Flottemesch TJ; *Gunnarson TM; *Whitebird RR; *Martinson BC; *Degelau JJ. Sub-acute/transition care and the acute care episode: a comparison and episodic and annual medical costs in a geriatric population. Presented at the Gerontological Society of America Annual Scientific Meeting, 59th. Dallas, TX. Nov 2006.


14. *O'Connor PJ; *Crain AL; *Solberg LI; *Asche SE; *Rush WA; *Whitebird RR. Electronic Medical Records (EMR) use is not associated with better diabetes care. Poster at the Celebration of Research Annual Conference. Saint Paul, MN. Sep 2006.


17. *O'Connor PJ; *Sperl-Hillen JM; Johnson PE; *Rush WA; *Asche SE; Dutta PA; Blitz GR. When less is more: a randomized trial of a physician intervention to reduce errors in diabetes care. Poster at the AcademyHealth Annual Research Meeting (ARM). Seattle, WA. Jun 2006.
18. *O'Connor PJ; *Sperl-Hillen JM; Johnson PE; *Rush WA; *Asche SE; Dutta PA; Biltz GR. When less is more: a randomized trial of a physician intervention to reduce errors in diabetes care. Presented at the American Diabetes Association Annual Scientific Sessions, 66th. Washington DC. Jun 2006.


**Dental Care**


**Dental Caries**


2. *Rindal DB; *Crain AL. Progression rate of approximal carious lesions measured by radiography. Poster at the *International Association for Dental Research (IADR)/American Association for Dental Research (AADR)/Canadian Association for Dental Research (CADR) General Sessions and Exhibition, 83rd*. Baltimore, MD. Mar 2006.

3. *Rindal DB; *Rush WA; Perrin NA; Maupome G; Bader JD. Association between caries risk and periodontal risk. Poster at the *American Association for Dental Research (AADR), American Dental Education Association (ADEA) and Canadian Association for Dental Research (CADR) Annual Meeting*. Orlando, FL. Mar 2006.


**Dentistry**


**Depression**


**Diabetes**

1. Acton RT; *Barton JC; Passmore LV; Adams PC; Speechley MR; Dawkins FW; Sholinsky P; Reboussin DM; McLaren GD; Harris EL; Bent TC; Vogt TM; Castro O. Relationships of serum ferritin, transferrin saturation, and HFE mutations and self-reported diabetes in the Hemochromatosis and Iron Overload Screening (HEIRS) study. *Diabetes Care.* 2006 Sep;29(9):2084-9.

2. Barzilay JI; Davis BR; Cutler JA; Pressel SL; Whelton PK; Basile J; *Margolis KL; Ong ST; Sadler LS; Summerson J; ALLHAT Collaborative Research Group. Fasting glucose levels and incident diabetes mellitus in older nondiabetic adults randomized to receive 3 different classes of antihypertensive treatment: a report from the Antihypertensive and Lipid-Lowering Treatment to Prevent Heart Attack Trial (ALLHAT). *Arch Intern Med.* 2006 Nov 13;166(20):2191-201.

3. Bonds DE; Larson JC; Schwartz AV; Strotmeyer ES; Robbins J; Rodriguez BL; Johnson KC; *Margolis KL. Risk of fracture in women with type 2 diabetes: the Women's Health Initiative Observational Study. *J Clin Endocrinol Metab.* 2006 Sep;91(9):3404-10.


15. *O'Connor PJ; *Crain AL; *Solberg LI; *Asche SE; *Rush WA; *Whitebird RR. Electronic medical records (EMR) use is not associated with better diabetes care. Poster at the Celebration of Research Annual Conference. Saint Paul, MN. Sep 2006.


21. *O'Connor PJ; *Sperl-Hillen JM; Johnson PE; *Rush WA; *Asche SE; Dutta PA; Biltz GR. When less is more: a randomized trial of a physician intervention to reduce errors in diabetes care. Poster at the *AcademyHealth Annual Research Meeting (ARM)*. Seattle, WA. Jun 2006.

22. *O'Connor PJ; *Sperl-Hillen JM; Johnson PE; *Rush WA; *Asche SE; Dutta PA; Biltz GR. When less is more: a randomized trial of a physician intervention to reduce errors in diabetes care. Presented at the *American Diabetes Association Annual Scientific Sessions, 66th*. Washington DC. Jun 2006.

23. *O'Connor PJ; *Sperl-Hillen JM; Johnson PE; *Rush WA; *Asche SE; Dutta PA; Biltz GR. When less is more: a randomized trial of a physician intervention to reduce errors in diabetes care. Poster at the *Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) Patient Safety and Health IT Annual Conference, 2nd*. Washington DC. Jun 2006.

24. *O'Connor PJ; *Sperl-Hillen JM; Johnson PE; *Rush WA; Gilmer TP; *Crain AL. Failure of a customized error feedback to improve diabetes care. Poster at the *AcademyHealth Annual Research Meeting (ARM)*. Seattle, WA. Jun 2006.


Diet


3. Beresford SA; Johnson KC; Ritenbaugh C; Lasser NL; Snetselaar LG; Black HR; Anderson GL; Assaf AR; Bassford T; Bowen D; Brunner RL; Brzyski RG; Caan B; Chlebowski RT; Gass M; Harrigan RC; Hays J; Heber D; Heiss G; Hendrix SL; Howard BV; Hsia J; Hubbell FA; Jackson RD; Kotchen JM; Kuller LH; LaCroix AZ; Lane DS; Langer RD; Lewis CE; Manson JE; *Margolis KL; Mossavar-Rahmani Y; Ockene JK; Parker LM; Perri MG; Phillips L; Prentice RL; Robbins J; Rossouw JE; Sarto GE; Stefanick ML; Van Horn L; Vitolins MZ; Wactawski-Wende J; Wallace RB; Whitlock E. Low-fat dietary pattern and risk of colorectal cancer: the Women's Health Initiative Randomized Controlled Dietary Modification Trial. JAMA. 2006 Feb 8;295(6):643-54.


6. Howard BV; Van Horn L; Hsia J; Manson JE; Stefanick ML; Wassertheil-Smoller S; Kuller LH; LaCroix AZ; Langer RD; Lasser NL; Lewis CE; Limacher MC; *Margolis KL; Mysiw WJ; Ockene JK; Parker LM; Perri MG; Phillips L; Prentice RL; Robbins J; Rossouw JE; Sarto GE; Schatz IJ; Snetselaar LG; Stevens VJ; Tinker LF; Trevisan M; Vitolins MZ; Anderson GL; Assaf AR; Bassford T; Beresford SA; Black HR; Brunner RL; Brzyski RG; Caan B; Chlebowski RT; Gass M; Granek I; Greenland P; Hays J; Heber D; Heiss G; Hendrix SL; Hubbell FA; Johnson KC; Kotchen JM. Low-fat dietary pattern and risk of cardiovascular disease: the Women's Health Initiative Randomized Controlled Dietary Modification Trial. JAMA. 2006 Feb 8;295(6):655-66.


10. Prentice RL; Caan B; Chlebowski RT; Patterson R; Kuller LH; Ockene JK; *Margolis KL; Limacher MC; Manson JE; Parker LM; Paskett E; Phillips L; Robbins J; Rossouw JE; Sarto GE; Shikany JM; Stefanick ML; Thomson CA; Van Horn L; Vitolins MZ; Wactawski-Wende J; Wallace RB; Wassertheil-Smoller S; Whitlock E; Yano K; Adams-Campbell L; Anderson GL; Assaf AR; Beresford SA; Black HR; Brunner RL; Brzyski RG; Ford L; Gass M; Hays J; Heber D; Heiss G; Hendrix SL; Hsia J; Hubbell FA; Jackson RD; Johnson KC; Kotchen JM; LaCroix AZ; Lane DS; Langer RD; Lasser NL; Henderson MM. Low-fat dietary pattern and risk of invasive breast cancer: the Women's Health Initiative Randomized Controlled Dietary Modification Trial. JAMA. 2006 Feb 8;295(6):629-42.


**Disease Management**


Drugs and Drug Therapy

1. Anderson GL; Chlebowski RT; Rossouw JE; Rodabough RJ; McTiernan A; *Margolis KL; Aggerwal A; Curb JD; Hendrix SL; Hubbell FA; Khandekar J; Lane DS; Lasser N; Lopez AM; Potter J; Ritenbaugh C. Prior hormone therapy and breast cancer risk in the Women’s Health Initiative randomized trial of estrogen plus progestin. *Maturitas*. 2006 Sep 20;55(2):103-15.

2. Andrade SE; Raebel MA; Morse AN; Davis RL; Chan KA; Finkelstein JA; *Fortman KK; McPhillips H; Roblin DW; Smith DH; Yood MU; Platt R; Gurwitz JH. Use of prescription medications with a potential for fetal harm among pregnant women. *Pharmacoepidemiol Drug Saf*. 2006 Aug;15(8):546-54.

3. Barzilay JI; Davis BR; Cutler JA; Pressel SL; Whelton PK; Basile J; *Margolis KL; Ong ST; Sadler LS; Summerson J; ALLHAT Collaborative Research Group. Fasting glucose levels and incident diabetes mellitus in older nondiabetic adults randomized to receive 3 different classes of antihypertensive treatment: a report from the Antihypertensive and Lipid-Lowering Treatment to Prevent Heart Attack Trial (ALLHAT). *Arch Intern Med*. 2006 Nov 13;166(20):2191-201.

4. Buist DSM; Ichikawa L; Prout MN; Yood MU; Field TS; Owusu C; Geiger AM; Quinn VP; *Wei F; Silliman RA. Receipt of primary breast cancer therapy and adjuvant therapy are not associated with obesity in older women treated in integrated group practices. Presented at the International Epidemiology Congress Meeting. Seattle, WA. Jun 2006.

5. Buist DSM; Newton KM; Yu O; Hartsfield CL; Andrade SE; *Wei F; Connelly MT; Chan KA. Hormone therapy re-initiation and first-time initiation by type, dose and route after the Women’s Health Initiative. Presented at the International Conference on Pharmacoepidemiology and Therapeutic Risk Management, 22nd. Lisbon, Portugal. Aug 2006.


7. Cauley JA; McTiernan A; Rodabough RJ; LaCroix A; Bauer DC; *Margolis KL; Paskett ED; Vitolins MZ; Furberg CD; Chlebowski RT. Statin use and breast cancer: prospective results from the Women’s Health Initiative. *J Natl Cancer Inst*. 2006 May 17;98(10):700-7.


10. *Denor JC; *Spilane MT. Analysis of partnering care senior services on pharmaceutical use: both generic and high risk drugs. Poster at the American Geriatrics Society Annual Scientific Meeting. Chicago, IL. Jun 2006.


15. Enger SM; Thwin SS; Buist DSM; Field TS; Frost FJ; Geiger AM; Lash TL; Prout MN; Yood MU; *Wei F; Silliman RA. Breast cancer treatment of older women in integrated health care settings. J Clin Oncol. 2006 Sep 20;24(27):4377-83.

16. *Frascone RJ; *Jensen JP; *Salzman JG; Heegaard W; Pippert G. The use of the EZ-IO (intraosseous infusion system) device in the helicopter: a case series. Presented at the Association of Air Medical Services, Air Medical Transport Fall Conference. Phoenix, AZ. Sep 2006.


28. Jackson RD; LaCroix AZ; Gass M; Wallace RB; Robbins J; Lewis CE; Bassford T; Beresford SA; Black HR; Blanchette P; Bonds DE; Brunner RL; Brzyski RG; Caan B; Cauley JA; Chlebowski RT; Cummings SR; Granek I; Hays J; Heiss G; Hendrix SL; Howard BV; Hsia J; Hubbell FA; Johnson KC; Judd H; Kotchen JM; Kuller LH; Langer RD; Lasser NL; Limacher MC; Ludlam S; Manson JE; *Margolis KL; et al. Calcium plus vitamin D supplementation and the risk of fractures. N Engl J Med. 2006 Feb 16;354(7):669-83.
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38. Newton KM; Buist DSM; Yu O; Hartsfield CL; Andrade SE; *Wei F; Connelly MT; Chan KA. Hormone therapy re-initiation and first-time initiation by type, dose, and route after the Women's Health Initiative. Presented at the European Congress on Menopause, 7th. Istanbul, Turkey. Jun 2006.

40. Owusu C; Buist DSM; Field TS; Lash TL; Thwin SS; Geiger AM; Enger SM; Frost FJ; Prout MN; Yood MU; *Wei F; Silliman RA. Tamoxifen discontinuance among women aged 65 years and older. Presented at the HMO Research Network Annual Conference, 12th. Cambridge, MA. May 2006.

41. Raebel MA; Carroll NM; Andrade SE; Chester EA; Lafata JE; Feldstein A; Gunter MJ; *Nelson WW; Simon SR; Chan KA; Davis RL; Platt R. Monitoring of drugs with a narrow therapeutic range in ambulatory care. Am J Manag Care. 2006 May;12 (5):268-74.

42. Reger MA; Watson GS; *Frey WH 2nd; Baker LD; Cholerton B; Keeling ML; Belongia DA; Fishel MA; Pymate SR; Schellenberg GD; Cherrier MM; Craft S. Effects of intranasal insulin on cognition in memory-impaired older adults: modulation by APOE genotype. Neurobiol Aging. 2006 Mar;27(3):451-8.

43. *Rolnick SJ; *Jackson JM; *Nelson WW; *Butani AL; Herrinton LJ; Hornbrook MC; Neslund-Dudas C; Bachman DJ; Coughlin SS. The last six months of life for women who died of ovarian cancer: documentation of pain and its management. Presented at the Minnesota Health Services Research Conference. Minneapolis, MN. Mar 2006.

44. *Rolnick SJ; *Jackson JM; Nelson WW; *Butani AL; Herrinton LJ; Hornbrook MC; Neslund-Dudas C; Bachman DJ; Coughlin SS. Pain management in women who died of ovarian cancer: the last six months. Presented at the American Society of Preventive Oncology Annual Meeting. Bethesda, MD. Feb 2006.


49. *Volpe M; *Adams AB; *Holger JS; *Marini JJ. Lipopolysaccharide LPS infusion over a 5-hour period causes lung injury in swine. Presented at the *International Respiratory Congress, 52nd*. Las Vegas, NV. American Association for Respiratory Care (AARC); Dec 2006.

50. *Volpe M; *Adams AB; *Holger JS; *Marini JJ; Amato MB. Development of lipopolysaccharide-induced lung injury in swine can be monitored by electrical impedance tomography. Presented at the *International Respiratory Congress, 52nd*. Las Vegas, NV. American Association for Respiratory Care (AARC); Dec 2006.

**Economics**


2. *Flottemesch TJ; *Gunnarson TM; *Whitebird RR; *Martinson BC; *Degelau JJ. Sub-acute/transition care and the acute care episode: a comparison and episodic and annual medical costs in a geriatric population. Presented at the *Gerontological Society of America Annual Scientific Meeting, 59th*. Dallas, TX. Nov 2006.


5. *Gunnarson TM; *Flottemesch TJ; *Whitebird RR; *Martinson BC; *Degelau JJ. Sub-acute/transition care and the acute care episode: a comparison and episodic and annual medical costs in a geriatric population. Presented at the *American Geriatric Society Annual Scientific Meeting*. Chicago, IL. May 2006.


10. *Maciosek MV; Edwards NM; Solberg LI; Goodman MJ; Khanchandani H; Flottemesch TJ; Butani AL; McGree DA; Coffield AB. Priorities for health: capitalizing on life-saving, cost effective preventive services. Presented at the *Celebration of Research Annual Conference.* Saint Paul, MN. Sep 2006.


**Education, Medical**


Emergency Medicine


17. *Frascone RJ; Heegaard W; Pippert G; *Dries DJ; Molinari P; *Salzman JG. The use of the intubating laryngeal mask airway (ILMA) in helicopter EMS: a case series. Poster at the Association of Air Medical Services, Air Medical Transport Fall Conference. Phoenix, AZ. Sep 2006.*

18. *Frascone RJ; *Jensen JP; *Salzman JG; Heegaard W; Pippert G. The use of the EZ-IO (intraosseous infusion system) device in the helicopter: a case series. Presented at the Association of Air Medical Services, Air Medical Transport Fall Conference. Phoenix, AZ. Sep 2006.*


43. Manthey DE; Coates WC; Ander DS; *Ankel FK; Blumstein H; Christopher TA; Courtney JM; Hamilton GC; Kaiyala EK; Rodgers K; Schneir AB; Thomas SH. Report of the Task Force on National Fourth Year Medical Student Emergency Medicine Curriculum Guide. *Ann Emerg Med*. 2006 Mar;47(3):e1-7.


52. *Salzman JG; *Frascone RJ; *Godding BK; Provo TA; *Gertner E. Implementing emergency research requiring waiver of informed consent, community consultation, and public disclosure: guidance based on experience. Presented at the *Celebration of Research Annual Conference*. Saint Paul, MN. Sep 2006.


54. Vincent JL; Fink MP; *Marini JJ; Pinsky MR; Sibbald WJ; Singer M; Suter PM; Cook D; Pepe PE; Evans T. Intensive care and emergency medicine: progress over the past 25 years. *Chest*. 2006 Apr;129(4):1061-7.


**Environmental Exposure**


2. *Crain AL; *Anderson LH; *Martinson BC; Devlin HM; Desai J. How are environmental factors related to modifiable health risk? Depends on whose environment it is. Presented at the *HMO Research Network Annual Conference, 12th*. Cambridge, MA. May 2006.

**Epidemiology**

1. Beresford SA; Johnson KC; Ritenbaugh C; Lasser NL; Snetselaar LG; Black HR; Anderson GL; Assaf AR; Bassford T; Bowen D; Brunner RL; Brzyski RG; Caan B; Chlebowski RT; Gass M; Harrigan RC; Hays J; Heber D; Heiss G; Hendrix SL; Howard BV; Hsia J; Hubbell FA; Jackson RD; Kotchen JM; Kuller LH; LaCroix AZ; Lane DS; Langer RD; Lewis CE; Manson JE; *Margolis KL; Mossavar-Rahmani Y; Ockene JK; Parker LM; Perri MG; Phillips L; Prentice RL; Robbins J; Rossouw JE; Sarto GE; Stefanick ML; Van Horn L; Vitolins MZ; Wactawski-Wende J; Wallace RB; Whitlock E. Low-fat dietary pattern and risk of colorectal cancer: the Women's Health Initiative Randomized Controlled Dietary Modification Trial. *JAMA*. 2006 Feb 8;295(6):643-54.


4. Wactawski-Wende J; Kotchen JM; Anderson GL; Assaf AR; Brunner RL; O'Sullivan MJ; *Margolis KL; Ockene JK; Phillips L; Pottern L; Prentice RL; Robbins J; Rohan TE; Sarto GE; Sharma S; Stefanick ML; Van Horn L; Wallace RB; Whitlock E; Bassford T; Beresford SA; Black HR; Bonds DE; Brzyski RG; Caan B; Chlebowski RT; Cochrane B; Garland C; Gass M; Hays J; Heiss G; Hendrix SL; Howard BV; Hsia J; Hubbell FA; Jackson RD; Johnson KC; Judd H; Kooperberg CL; Kuller LH; LaCroix AZ; Lane DS; Langer RD; Lasser NL; Lewis CE; Limacher MC; Manson JE. Calcium plus vitamin D supplementation and the risk of colorectal cancer. *N Engl J Med*. 2006 Feb 16;354(7):684-96.

**Estrogen Replacement Therapy**

1. Anderson GL; Chlebowski RT; Rossouw JE; Rodabough RJ; McTiernan A; *Margolis KL; et al. Prior hormone therapy and breast cancer risk in the Women's Health Initiative randomized trial of estrogen plus progestin. *Maturitas*. 2006 Sep 20;55(2):103-15.
2. Buist DSM; Newton KM; Yu O; Hartsfield CL; Andrade SE; *Wei F; Connelly MT; Chan KA. Hormone therapy re-initiation and first-time initiation by type, dose and route after the Women's Health Initiative. Presented at the *International Conference on Pharmacoepidemiology and Therapeutic Risk Management*, 22nd. Lisbon, Portugal. Aug 2006.

3. Newton KM; Buist DSM; Yu O; Hartsfield CL; Andrade SE; *Wei F; Connelly MT; Chan KA. Hormone therapy re-initiation and first-time initiation by type, dose, and route after the Women's Health Initiative. Presented at the *European Congress on Menopause*, 7th. Istanbul, Turkey. Jun 2006.

4. Stefanick ML; Anderson GL; *Margolis KL; Hendrix SL; Rodabough RJ; Paskett ED; Lane DS; Hubbell FA; Assaf AR; Sarto GE; Schenken RS; Yasmeen S; Lessin L; Chlebowski RT. Effects of conjugated equine estrogens on breast cancer and mammography screening in postmenopausal women with hysterectomy. *JAMA*. 2006 Apr 12;295(14):1647-57.

**Ethics**

1. Anderson MS; Horn AS; Risbey KR; Ronning EA; de Vries R; *Martinson BC. Responsible conduct of research (RCR) training and mentoring: associations with ethically questionable behavior. Plenary paper presented at the *Department of Health and Human Services Office of Research Integrity (ORI) Conference on Research Integrity*. Tampa Bay, FL. Dec 2006.


11. *Martinson BC; Anderson MS; de Vries R; *Crain AL. Scientists' perceptions of organizational justice and self-reported misbehavior. Invited Lecture at the University of Wisconsin Demography Graduate Training Seminar. Madison, WI. Apr 2006.


Eye Diseases


3. *Nelson JD. Dry eye dogma. Presented at the University of Texas Southwestern Medical School "Ophthalmology at the Crossroads". Dallas, TX. Dec 2006.

Fractures, Bone

1. Bonds DE; Larson JC; Schwartz AV; Strotmeyer ES; Robbins J; Rodriguez BL; Johnson KC; *Margolis KL. Risk of fracture in women with type 2 diabetes: the Women's Health Initiative Observational Study. J Clin Endocrinol Metab. 2006 Sep;91(9):3404-10.


4. Jackson RD; LaCroix AZ; Gass M; Wallace RB; Robbins J; Lewis CE; Bassford T; Beresford SA; Black HR; Blanchette P; Bonds DE; Brunner RL; Brzyski RG; Caan B; Cauley JA; Chlebowski RT; Cummings SR; Granek I; Hays J; Heiss G; Hendrix SL; Howard BV; Hsia J; Hubbell FA; Johnson KC; Judd H; Kotchen JM; Kuller LH; Langer RD; Lasser NL; Limacher MC; Ludlam S; Manson JE; *Margolis KL; McGowan J; Ockene JK; O'Sullivan MJ; Phillips L; Prentice RL; Sarto GE; Stefanick ML; Van Horn L; Wactawski-Wende J; Whitlock E; Anderson GL; Assaf AR; Barad D. Calcium plus vitamin D supplementation and the risk of fractures. *N Engl J Med*. 2006 Feb 16;354(7):669-83.


**Genetics**


**Health Policy**

1. Lin ND; Kleinman K; Chan KA; Yu XJ; France EK; *Wei F; Mullooly JP; Black S; Shay DK; Kolczak M; Lieu TA; Team VS. Variation in hepatitis B immunization coverage rates associated with provider practices after the temporary suspension of the birth dose. *BMC Pediatr*. 2006 Nov 13;6(1):31.

**Health Promotion**

1. Baun WB; *Pronk NP. Good programs don't just happen--they're planned (worksite health promotion)! *ACSMs Health Fitness J*. 2006 May-Jun;10(3):40-3.


10. *Lewis BA; Forsyth LH; Pinto BM; Bock BC; Roberts M; Marcus BH. Psychosocial mediators of physical activity in a randomized controlled intervention trial. J Sport Exerc Psychol. 2006 Jun;28(2):193-204.


13. Linde JA; Erickson DJ; Jeffery RW; *Pronk NP; *Boyle RG. The relationship between prevalence and duration of weight loss strategies and weight loss among overweight managed care organization members enrolled in a weight loss trial. *Int J Behav Nutr Phys Act.* 2006 Feb 17;3(3).


15. Marcus BH; *Lewis BA; Williams DM; Napolitano MA; Jakicic JM; Whiteley JA; Albrecht AE; Bock BC; Hogan J; Neighbors C; Sciamanna CN; Tate DF; Parisi AF. The effect of tailored Internet and tailored print-based physical activity interventions on fitness and physical activity behavior. Presented at the *International Society of Behavioral Nutrition and Physical Activity Annual Meeting, 5th.* Boston, MA. Jul 2006.


20. Schneider PL; Bassett DR Jr; Thompson DL; *Pronk NP; Bielak KM. Effects of a 10,000 steps per day goal in overweight adults. *Am J Health Promot.* 2006 Nov-Dec;21(2):85-9.


22. van Wier MF; Ariens GAM; Dekkers JC; Hendriksen IJ; *Pronk NP; Smid T; van Mechelen W. ALIFE@Work: a randomised controlled trial of a distance counselling lifestyle programme for weight control among an overweight working population. *BMC Public Health.* 2006 May 24;6:140.

23. *VanWormer JJ; *Boucher JL; *Pronk NP. Telephone-based counseling improves dietary fat, fruit, and vegetable consumption: a best-evidence synthesis [review article; meta-analysis]. *J Am Diet Assoc.* 2006 Sep;106(9):1434-44.

25. Williams DM; Papandonatos GD; Napolitano MA; *Lewis BA; Whiteley JA; Marcus BH. Perceived enjoyment moderates the efficacy of an individually tailored physical activity intervention. *J Sport Exerc Psychol*. 2006 Sep;28(3).

**Heart**


**Heart Diseases**

1. Barzilay JI; Davis BR; Cutler JA; Pressel SL; Whelton PK; Basile J; *Margolis KL; Ong ST; Sadler LS; Summerson J; ALLHAT Collaborative Research Group. Fasting glucose levels and incident diabetes mellitus in older nondiabetic adults randomized to receive 3 different classes of antihypertensive treatment: a report from the Antihypertensive and Lipid-Lowering Treatment to Prevent Heart Attack Trial (ALLHAT). *Arch Intern Med*. 2006 Nov 13;166(20):2191-201.


3. Howard BV; Van Horn L; Hsia J; Manson JE; Stefanick ML; Wassertheil-Smoller S; Kuller LH; LaCroix AZ; Langer RD; Lasser NL; Lewis CE; Limacher MC; *Margolis KL; Mysiw WJ; Ockene JK; Parker LM; Perri MG; Phillips L; Prentice RL; Robbins J; Rossouw JE; Sarto GE; Schatz IJ; Snetselaar LG; Stevens VJ; Tinker LF; Trevisan M; Vitolins MZ; Anderson GL; Assaf AR; Bassford T; Beresford SA; Black HR; Brunner RL; Brzyski RG; Caan B; Chlebowski RT; Gass M; Granek I; Greenland P; Hays J; Heber D; Heiss G; Hendrix SL; Hubbell FA; Johnson KC; Kotchen JM. Low-fat dietary pattern and risk of cardiovascular disease: the Women’s Health Initiative Randomized Controlled Dietary Modification Trial. *JAMA*. 2006 Feb 8;295(6):655-66.


**Hepatitis B Vaccine**

1. Lin ND; Kleinman K; Chan KA; Yu XJ; France EK; *Wei F; Mullooly JP; Black S; Shay DK; Kolczak M; Lieu TA; Team VS. Variation in hepatitis B immunization coverage rates associated with provider practices after the temporary suspension of the birth dose. *BMC Pediatr.* 2006 Nov 13;6(1):31.

**HIV-AIDS**


**Hyperlipidemia**

1. Barzilay JI; Davis BR; Cutler JA; Pressel SL; Whelton PK; Basile J; *Margolis KL; Ong ST; Sadler LS; Summerson J; ALLHAT Collaborative Research Group. Fasting glucose levels and incident diabetes mellitus in older nondiabetic adults randomized to receive 3 different classes of antihypertensive treatment: a report from the Antihypertensive and Lipid-Lowering Treatment to Prevent Heart Attack Trial (ALLHAT). *Arch Intern Med.* 2006 Nov 13;166(20):2191-201.


Hypertension

1. Barzilay JI; Davis BR; Cutler JA; Pressel SL; Whelton PK; Basile J; *Margolis KL; Ong ST; Sadler LS; Summerson J; ALLHAT Collaborative Research Group. Fasting glucose levels and incident diabetes mellitus in older nondiabetic adults randomized to receive 3 different classes of antihypertensive treatment: a report from the Antihypertensive and Lipid-Lowering Treatment to Prevent Heart Attack Trial (ALLHAT). Arch Intern Med. 2006 Nov 13;166(20):2191-201.


Infectious Diseases


Influenza Vaccine


3. Hambidge SJ; Glanz JM; France EK; McClure D; Xu S; Yamasaki K; Jackson L; Mullooly JP; Zangwill KM; Marcy SM; Black SB; Lewis EM; Shinefield HR; Belongia E; *Nordin JD; Chen RT; Shay DK; Davis RL; DeStefano F. Safety of trivalent inactivated influenza vaccine in children 6 to 23 months old. JAMA. 2006 Oct 25;296(16):1990-7.

4. Jackson LA; Neuzil KM; Baggs J; Davis RL; Black S; Yamasaki KM; Belongia E; Zangwill KM; Mullooly JP; *Nordin JD; Marcy SM; DeStefano F. Compliance with the recommendations for 2 doses of trivalent inactivated influenza vaccine in children less than 9 years of age receiving influenza vaccine for the first time: a Vaccine Safety Datalink study. Pediatrics. 2006 Nov;118(5):2032-7.


**Informatics**


**Injuries**


10. *Volpe M; *Adams AB; *Holger JS; *Marini JJ. Lipopolysaccharide LPS infusion over a 5-hour period causes lung injury in swine. Presented at the International Respiratory Congress, 52nd. Las Vegas, NV. American Association for Respiratory Care (AARC); Dec 2006.

11. *Volpe M; *Adams AB; *Holger JS; *Marini JJ; Amato MB. Development of lipopolysaccharide-induced lung injury in swine can be monitored by electrical impedance tomography. Presented at the International Respiratory Congress, 52nd. Las Vegas, NV. American Association for Respiratory Care (AARC); Dec 2006.


Integration of Research and Practice


Internet


2. Marcus BH; *Lewis BA; Williams DM; Napolitano MA; Jakicic JM; Whiteley JA; Albrecht AE; Bock BC; Hogan J; Neighbors C; Sciamanna CN; Tate DF; Parisi AF. The effect of tailored Internet and tailored print-based physical activity interventions on fitness and physical activity behavior. Presented at the International Society of Behavioral Nutrition and Physical Activity Annual Meeting, 5th. Boston, MA. Jul 2006.

3. Marcus BH; *Lewis BA; Williams DM; Napolitano MA; Whiteley JA; Albrecht AE; Bock BC; Hogan J; Jakicic JM; Neighbors C; Sciamanna CN; Parisi AF; Tate DF. Relative efficacy of tailored Internet and tailored print-based physical activity interventions: six-month findings. Presented at the Society of Behavioral Medicine Annual Meeting and Scientific Sessions, 27th. San Francisco, CA. Mar 2006.
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